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Abstract
Background: To investigate the present situation of emergency headache in many general hospitals in Chongqing Province,
China.

Methods: From January 1 to December 31, 2017, we studied patients who complained of headaches as the main symptom
in the emergency department of 17 general hospitals in Chongqing Province. Each patient with a headache was interviewed
and the medical history was collected by administering a questionnaire. The diagnosis of headache is based on the third
edition of the International Classi�cation of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3 beta).

Results: In 2017, 16434 patients complained of headache in 17 general hospitals in Chongqing, accounting for 2.3% of all
emergency patients. Eight thousand one male patients (48.7%) and 8433 female patients (51.3%) experienced a headache.
The average age was (41.8 ± 13.2) years, and the course of disease was 3 hours to 15.2 years. Regarding the initial
diagnosis, 7299 patients (44.4%) were diagnosed secondary headache, 5076 (30.9%) were diagnosed with primary
headache and 4059 (24.865%) could not be diagnosed. The hospitalization rates for these patients were 60.3%, 12.2%, and
41.5%, respectively. Migraine is still the most common type of primary headache.

Conclusions: This study shows that the misdiagnosis rate and missed diagnosis rate of patients with an emergency
headache are high, and the emergency department still performs overtesting and hospitalizations.

Introduction
Headaches add to the burden on society and families [1]. Patients with severe headache often visit the emergency
department. Acute severe headache often challenges health resources and emergency physicians. Accurate results from
epidemiological research are very important for medical and health management departments to formulate relevant
prevention and control policies and allocate emergency resources. At the same time, they can guide clinicians to conduct
more targeted medical practices in the outpatient department, emergency department and ward.

In the United States, up to 1–4% of emergency department visits is caused by headache [2, 3]. Recently, a study on self-
reported migraine or severe headache in the United States shows that approximately one in six Americans has been affected
by headache in the past three months, and one in �ve women has been affected by headache [4]. Because different
countries and hospitals have different diagnostic methods and levels, the results of research differ. In China, emergency
physicians treat many patients with acute headache. Currently, research data on emergency headache in China are lacking.
This study used the third edition of the International Classi�cation of Headache Disorders (ICHD-3 beta) [5] to study the
patients presenting with headache as the main symptom in the emergency department of 17 general hospitals in Chongqing
Province in 2017.

Data And Methods
General information

The continuous group method was used in the present study. Data were collected from patients with headache as the main
symptom at the emergency department of 17 general hospitals in Chongqing from January 1 to December 31, 2017. The
age, gender, previous medical history, headache duration, auxiliary examination and treatment of the patients were recorded.
Methods

Patients were �rst treated and registered in the emergency department. They were initially identi�ed by emergency
physicians. Headache was the main symptom of each patient. Then, the neurologist will perform a consultation, inquire
about the detailed medical history, perform a standardized physical examination, determine the relevant examinations
required for diagnosis, and determine a preliminary diagnosis and treatment. Some patients may be hospitalized. Doctors in
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the headache group visited the ward to investigate the diagnosis of the patients. All patients were required to make an
appointment for follow-up in the headache clinic to determine a �nal diagnosis. The diagnosis and treatment process is
described in Fig. 1.

Statistical analysis
All data were processed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). The X2

test was used to compare data between groups, with P < 0.001 representing a signi�cant difference.

Results
In 2017, the total number of emergency patients treated in 17 hospitals in Chongqing was 712458, including 41949 in the
department of neurology and 16434 in the department of Headache, accounting for 2.3% of all emergency patients. Eight
thousand one male patients (48.7%) and 8433 female patients (51.3%) experienced a headache. The average age was (41.8 
± 13.2) years, and the course of headache was 3 hours to 15.2 years (Table 1). The numbers of patients with primary
headache and secondary headache in the �rst three groups were compared. Statistically signi�cant differences in gender,
age, headache history, known vascular risk factors and head injury history were observed.
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Table 1
Baseline characteristics of the �rst three sub-types of two main headache types

Demographics
and baseline
information

primary headache (n = 5076) Secondary headache (n = 7299) x2 P

migraine(n 
= 3582)

TACs (n 
= 1089)

TTH

(n = 369)

trauma or
injury to
the head
and/or
neck

(n = 1458)

cranial
and/or
cervical
vascular
disorder (n = 
2106)

infection
(n = 
1908)

   

Age,mean(SD) 34.3 ± 11.6 37.0 ± 
11.8

37.7 ± 
12.0

37.0 ± 12.0 62.5 ± 10.0 38.2 ± 
12.4

   

Gender             3275.759 < 
0.001

Male,n(%) 625

(17.45%)

944

(86.69%)

151

(40.92%)

948

(65.02%)

1105

(52.47%)

989

(51.83%)

   

Female,n(%) 2957

(82.55%)

145

(13.31%)

218

(59.08%)

510

(34.98%)

1001

(47.53%)

919

(48.17%)

   

Age(years,%)             5989.890 < 
0.001

10–19 2942

(82.13%)

145

(13.31%)

218

(59.08%)

40

(2.74%)

0 36

(1.89%)

   

20–29 285

(7.82%)

27

(2.48%)

8

(2.16%)

446

(30.60%)

14

(0.66%)

516

(27.04%)

   

30–39 1084

(29.87%)

336

(30.85%)

111

(30.08%)

408

(27.98%)

33

(1.57%)

539

(28.25%)

   

40–49 1098

(29.70%)

308

(28.28%)

110

(29.81%)

298

(20.44%)

203

(9.64%)

377

(19.76%)

   

50–59 804

(21.50%)

212

(19.47%)

78

(21.14%)

205

(14.06%)

333

(15.81%)

273

(14.31%)

   

60–69 240

(9.18%)

158

(14.51%)

46

(12.47%)

53

(3.64%)

1148

(54.51%)

132

(6.92%)

   

70–79 0 0 0 6

(0.41%)

303

(14.39%)

30

(1.57%)

   

80–89 0 0 0 2

(0.13%)

72

(3.42%)

5

(0.26%)

   

Previous
headache, n,(%)

3582

(100.00%)

192

(17.60%)

368

(99.70%)

23

(1.60%)

2093

(99.40%)

29

(1.52%)

9427.710 < 
0.001

SD = standard deviation; TACs = trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias; TTH = tension-type headache.
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Demographics
and baseline
information

primary headache (n = 5076) Secondary headache (n = 7299) x2 P

migraine(n 
= 3582)

TACs (n 
= 1089)

TTH

(n = 369)

trauma or
injury to
the head
and/or
neck

(n = 1458)

cranial
and/or
cervical
vascular
disorder (n = 
2106)

infection
(n = 
1908)

   

Known
vascular risk
factors, n,(%)

35

(1.00%)

14

(1.30%)

5

(1.36%)

13

(0.90%)

2055

(97.60%)

40

(2.10%)

9507.425 < 
0.001

History of
trauma, n,(%)

90

(2.51%)

12

(1.1%)

10

(2.70%)

1458

(100%)

68

(3.23%)

39

(2.04%)

8145.799 < 
0.001

SD = standard deviation; TACs = trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias; TTH = tension-type headache.

 

In the primary headache group, signi�cant differences were observed between male and female patients in the three
subgroups with the highest proportion. In the age group of 10–19 years, the proportions of migraine and tension headache
were very high, but the patients with trigeminal autonomic headache had no previous headache history, and the difference
was signi�cant (Table 2).
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Table 2
Analysis of the correlation among the three groups of primary headaches

Variables group migraine
(%)

TACs
(%)

TTH (%) Total (%) χ2/χ2

trend
P-
value

Gender Male,n(%) 640

(17.87%)

944

(86.69%)

151

(40.92%)

1735

(34.42%)

1758.991 < 
0.001

Female,n(%) 2942

(82.13%)

145

(13.31%)

218

(59.08%)

3305

(65.58%)

   

Age(years) 10–19 285

(7.82%)

27

(2.48%)

8

(2.16%)

320

(6.35%)

143.210 < 
0.001

  20–29 1084

(29.87%)

336

(30.85%)

111

(30.08%)

1531

(30.38%)

   

  30–39 1098

(29.70%)

308

(28.28%)

110

(29.81%)

1516

(30.08%)

   

  40–49 804

(21.50%)

212

(19.47%)

78

(21.14%)

1094

(21.71%)

   

  50–59 240

(9.18%)

158

(14.51%)

46

(12.47%)

444

(8.81%)

   

  60–69 71

(1.93%)

48

(4.41%)

16

(4.34%)

135

(2.68%)

   

Previous headache yes 3582

(100.00%)

192

(17.60%)

368

(99.70%)

898

(17.82%)

3953.148 < 
0.001

no 0 897

(82.40%)

1

(0.30%)

4142

(82.18%)

   

Known vascular risk
factors

yes 35

(1.00%)

14

(1.30%)

5

(1.36%)

54

(1.07%)

1.052 0.591

no 3547

(99.00%)

1075

(98.70%)

364

(98.64%)

4986

(98.93%)

   

History of trauma (%) yes 90

(2.51%)

38

(3.49%)

10

(2.70%)

138

(2.74%)

2.994 0.224

no 3492

(97.49%)

1051

(96.51%)

359

(97.30%)

4902

(97.26%)

   

TACs = trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias; TTH = tension-type headache.

 

In the secondary headache group, the number of patients with the top three causes of headache were headache due to neck
trauma, headache due to head and neck vascular disease. In the age group of 10–19 years, a signi�cant difference was
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observed among the three groups. In terms of previous headache history, a higher proportion of patients were diagnosed
with headache due to head and neck vascular disease. Signi�cant differences in the past known vascular risk factors and
trauma history were observed between the three groups (Table 3). An inquiry regarding the headache history can guide
clinicians to the correct diagnosis.
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Table 3
Correlation Analysis of secondary �rst three groups

Variables Group Trauma or injury to
the head and/or
neck

(%)

Cranial and/or
cervical vascular
disorder (%)

Infection
(%)

Total %) χ2/χ2
trend

P-
value

Gender Male 948

(65.02%)

1105

(52.47%)

989

(51.83%)

3042

(55.59%)

3572.199 < 
0.001

Female 510

(34.98%)

1001

(47.53%)

919

(48.17%)

2430

(44.41%)

   

Age(years) 10–19 40

(2.74%)

0 36

(1.89%)

76

(1.39%)

2973.131 < 
0.001

  20–29 446

(30.60%)

14

(0.66%)

516

(27.04%)

976

(17.84%)

   

  30–39 408

(27.98%)

33

(1.57%)

539

(28.25%)

980

(17.91%)

   

  40–49 298

(20.44%)

203

(9.64%)

377

(19.76%)

878

(16.05%)

   

  50–59 205

(14.06%)

333

(15.81%)

273

(14.31%)

811

(14.82%)

   

  60–69 53

(3.64%)

1148

(54.51%)

132

(6.92%)

1333

(24.36%)

   

  70–79 6

(0.41%)

303

(14.39%)

30

(1.57%)

339

(6.20%)

   

  80–89 2

(0.13%)

72

(3.42%)

5

(0.26%)

79

(1.44%)

   

Previous
headache

Yes 23

(1.60%)

2093

(99.40%)

29

(1.52%)

3325

(60.76%)

5210.388 < 
0.001

No 1435

(98.40%)

13

(0.60%)

1879

(98.48%)

2145

(39.24%)

   

Known
vascular risk
factors

Yes 13

(0.90%)

2055

(97.60%)

40

(2.10%)

2108

(38.52%)

5041.139 < 
0.001

No 1445

(99.10%)

51

(2.40%)

1868

(97.90%)

3364

(61.48%)

   

Head trauma
(%)

Yes 1458

(100%)

68

(3.23%)

39

(2.04%)

1565

(28.60%)

4961.532 < 
0.001
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Variables Group Trauma or injury to
the head and/or
neck

(%)

Cranial and/or
cervical vascular
disorder (%)

Infection
(%)

Total %) χ2/χ2
trend

P-
value

No 0 2038

(96.77%)

1869

(97.96%)

3907

(71.40%)

   

 

The diagnosis of headache mainly depends on the clinician's comprehensive understanding of the history, supplemented by
key examinations. Most emergency patients with headache are diagnosed with migraine, but some other primary and
secondary headaches must be excluded according to the speci�c performance of patients. Many headaches are unable to
be clearly diagnosed and treated in the emergency department. Hospitalization is also required for patients with severe
primary headache. The main treatment measures for patients with an emergency headache are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4
Disposal of Emergency Headache Patients

Diagnosis of
emergency(%)

Number of
�rst visit in
emergency (%
of total
headache
cases)

Blood test(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Lumbar
puncture in
emergency
department

CT(%
proportion of
such
patients)

MRI(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Number of
admission(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Secondary
headache

7299(44.4%)          

  Trauma or
injury to the
head and/or
neck

1458(9.87%) 342(23.46%) 234(16%) 1404(96.3%) 288(19.75%) 1026(70.37%)

  Non-vascular
intracranial
disorder

2106(9.87%) 774(36.75%) 171(8.1%) 1908(91.38%) 1566(74.36%) 1636(77.78%)

  Non-vascular
intracranial
disorder

756(4.6%) 108(14.3%) 90(1.2%) 297(39.3%) 252(33.3%) 423(55.95%)

  Substance
withdrawal

252(1.5%) 18(7.1%) 0 0 0 0

  Infection 1908(11.6%) 1836(96.23%) 216(11.3%) 1386(72.64%) 1188(62.26%) 1215(63.68%)

  Disorder of
homoeostasis

405(2.46%) 333(82.2%) 0 9(2.22%) 0 18(4.4%)

  Disorder of
the cranium,
neck, eyes,
ears, nose,
sinuses, teeth,

mouth or
other facial or
cervical
structure

162(0.98%) 135(83.33%) 27(16.7%) 18(11.1%) 135(83.3%) 63(%)

  Psychiatric
disorder

252(1.5%) 9(3.57%) 0 0 0 18(7.14%)

Primary headache 5079(30.9%)          

  Migraine 3582(21.8%) 252(70.35%) 0 288(8.04%) 198(5.53%) 99(2.76%)

  Trigeminal
autonomic
cephalalgias

1089(6.63%) 729(66.94%) 0 108(9.92%) 711(65.30%) 522(47.93%)

  Tension-type
headache

369(2.25%) 0 0 0 0 0

  Primary
headache
associated
with sexual
activity

18(0.11%) 9(50%) 0 9(50%) 0 0

  Hypnic
headache

18(0.11%) 0 0 0 0 0
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Diagnosis of
emergency(%)

Number of
�rst visit in
emergency (%
of total
headache
cases)

Blood test(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Lumbar
puncture in
emergency
department

CT(%
proportion of
such
patients)

MRI(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Number of
admission(%
proportion of
such
patients)

Undiagnosed
headache

4059(24.86%) 3564(87.8%) 99(2.44%) 3375(72.06%) 1953(48.12%) 1683(41.46%)

 

Among the patients who were initially diagnosed with secondary headache, the main cause of the headache was vascular
diseases of head and neck, followed by intracranial infection and head and/or neck trauma. Because an magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) requires an appointment, patients usually must wait for at least one week to undergo this test.
Most patients choose to receive the relatively fast computed tomography (CT) examination �rst to eliminate serious cerebral
haemorrhage and other conditions. Further identi�cation of the lesion requires MRI. Of the 252 patients who were diagnosed
with headache due to a substance or substance withdrawal, none received imaging tests and hospital treatment. This type
of headache appears easy to diagnose and treat as long as the history is clear. Among 5079 patients with primary
headache, 3582 were considered to have a migraine. The proportion of these patients undergoing imaging examination is
lower. Notably, 4059 patients with an undiagnosed headache were included in the study, 1683 were admitted to the hospital.

Seven thousand two hundred ninety-nine patients were diagnosed with secondary headache and 5079 patients were
diagnosed with primary headache. After the initial diagnosis in the emergency department, patients were required to follow
up in the outpatient department of headache experts in the Department of Neurology, regardless of whether they were
hospitalized. A total of 12365 patients received follow-up in our hospital, 82.97% of whom had experienced an emergency
headache. The diagnosis after the follow-up is described below (Table 5).
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Table 5
Diagnosis of Emergency Headache Patients by Specialized Re-visit

The diagnosis of the specialist's follow-
up

Total

12365

The number of
cases with the same
diagnosis after the
second visit

(%)

Misdiagnosis
rate

Misdiagnosis

Secondary headache 5436 4239(81.3%) 18.7%  

  Trauma or injury to the head and/or
neck

1422 1395(98.1%) 1.9% 27 cases of headache
caused by cervical
structural diseases

cranial and/or cervical vascular
disorder

1908 1108(62.3%) 37.7% 36 cases were NDPH, 378
migraine, 225 trigeminal
autonomic head pain, 36
cases of infection,

45 cases of non-vascular
intracranial diseases

Non-vascular intracranial disorder 459 405(88.2%) 11.8% 27 cases were infection,
18 cases were internal
environment imbalance, 9
cases were NDPH

Substance withdrawal 63 63(100%) 0  

Infection 1296 1134(87.5%) 12.5% 90 cases of migraine, 72
cases of sinuses and
teeth structure diseases

Disorder of homoeostasis 99 90(90.9%) 9.1% 9 cases of migraine

Disorder of the cranium, neck, eyes,
ears, nose, sinuses, teeth,mouth or
other facial or cervical structure

108 90(83.3%) 16.7% 18 cases of migraine

Psychiatric disorder 81 54(66.7%) 33.3% 27 cases of infection

Primary headache 4617 4194(90.8%) 9.2%  

  Migraine 3411 3312(97.1%) 2.9% 27 cases were infection,
18 cases were trigeminal
neuralgia, 27 cases were
head vessels,

27 cases of cervical
structural diseases

Trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias 945 828(87.6%) 13.4% 27 cases were sinus
diseases, 36 teeth and
oral diseases, 36
infections,

18 cases of internal
environment imbalance

Tension-type headache 225 27(12%) 88% 180 cases were migraine
and 18 cases were
internal environment
imbalance

Primary headache associated with
sexual activity

18 18(100%) 0  
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The diagnosis of the specialist's follow-
up

Total

12365

The number of
cases with the same
diagnosis after the
second visit

(%)

Misdiagnosis
rate

Misdiagnosis

Hypnic headache 18 9(50%) 50% 9 cases of head vascular
disease

Undiagnosed headache 3582 81(2.3%)   2466 (68.84%) cases were
migraine, 252 cases were
infection, 162 cases were
head and neck vascular
disease,

135 cases were non
vascular disease, 162
cases were internal
environment imbalance,

72 cases were material
withdrawal, 180 cases
were head, neck, ear, nose,
sinuses, teeth and mouth
disease,

153 cases of trigeminal
autonomic headache

 

Notably, 5436 cases of secondary headache were identi�ed in the follow-up, 4239 cases were consistent with the original
diagnosis, and the misdiagnosis rate was 18.7%. Of the 3411 patients diagnosed with migraine, 3312 were diagnosed
correctly. Among the 3582 patients for whom a clear initial diagnosis was unable to be determined, 2466 were diagnosed
with migraine, and the diagnosis of 81 patients was still unclear.

Regarding the headache treatment, 4158 patients were orally administered ibuprofen. Two thousand six hundred eighty-two
patients were administered triptan, the third treatment was ibuprofen codeine, followed by compound analgesics. Aspirin
was also commonly used. See Fig. 2 for additional details. 

Discussion
Severe headaches often result in a visit to the emergency department. In many countries, headache is the most common
complaint in the emergency department [6–8]. In the United States, headache was the �fth most common cause of
emergency visits by patients, while it was the fourth most common symptom reported in 2011 [9]. Four percent of cases are
non-traumatic headache [10]. The proportion of emergency visits caused by headache ranged from 2.9% in 2012 to 3.2% in
2011. Moreover, the incidence of headache is higher in middle-aged and young people and low-income group; thus,
headache causes these patients to be unable to work and increases their economic burden [9]. Compared with the United
States, emergency headache accounts for 11.9% of all patients seen in the emergency department in underdeveloped areas,
such as western Kenya [11].

The Chinese Headache Association has increasingly focused on the epidemiological investigation of headache. Previous
studies have shown a high prevalence of primary headache in China. According to the study by Yu Shengyuan, the
estimated prevalence of primary headache in one year is 23.8%, migraine is 9.3% [13]. Primary headache (78.4%) was
divided into migraine (39.1%), tension headache (32.5%), trigeminal autonomic headache (5.3%) and other primary
headache (1.5%). Among the other patients, 12.9% were diagnosed with secondary headache, 5.9% were diagnosed with
cranial neuralgia, and the diagnosis of 2.5% was not clear or classi�ed [14]. This �nding mainly represents the situation of
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headache patients in North China. An outpatient investigation conducted by our research group in western China in 2010
showed that patients with headache accounted for 19.5% of all outpatients in the Neurology Department: 50.1% patients
were diagnosed with primary headache and 27% were diagnosed with secondary headache [15]. In addition, according to the
study by Shuu-Jiun Wang, the incidence of migraine in Taipei is 9.1% (F/M 14.4%/4.5%) [16]. Seven thousand eight hundred
sixty subjects aged 15 years and older were investigated in Fujian Province, Southeast China. Notably, 9.1% of them were
diagnosed with migraine, of which 12.6% were women and 5.3% were men [17]. However, data on emergency headache in
China are lacking. Therefore, unlike previous studies, this paper analyses the diagnosis and treatment of patients with
emergency headache in 17 general hospitals in Chongqing, China.

As shown in previous studies, primary headache is the most common type of emergency headache (approximately 90%),
and secondary headache accounts for 10% [18]. Migraine is the most common type of primary headache treated in the
neurology clinic. The incidence of migraine in western countries is 7.9–20% [19–21]. Based on the �ndings from a study
conducted in 2016, migraine, was one of the main reasons for the high incidence of years lived with disability (YLDs) in
women [22].

Patients with headache who visit the emergency department are still mainly diagnosed with migraines. Additionally, 21.80%
of the patients whose chief complaint was an emergency headache were initially diagnosed with migraine. Among 398
patients with an undiagnosed headache, 274 (68.84%) were diagnosed with migraine. Patients with migraine accounted for
52.19% of all patients with an emergency headache. These data are consistent with other studies [23]. Emergency
department physicians are often unable to determine the exact diagnosis of a patient's headache, and thus they are only
able to provide a “pending headache” diagnosis. In fact, many patients were subsequently diagnosed with primary
headache, such as migraine. Although patients with an emergency headache were treated by a psychiatrist in our study, less
than 50% of the patients were diagnosed. Even neuroscientists have di�culty diagnosing headaches correctly.

Generally, emergency doctors are very experienced in treating secondary headache. As long as they closely monitor its early
warning signs, these headaches will not be misdiagnosed. Conditions such as a cerebral haemorrhage, cerebral infarction or
tumour are able to be quickly diagnoses with advanced imaging systems. Therefore, for some headaches caused by
intracranial infection, the correct diagnosis is achieved by examining the neurological signs (meningeal stimulation sign)
and cerebrospinal �uid. However, the diagnosis of the primary headache encounters many di�culties. First, most patients
with primary headache have no obvious nervous system signs, and the auxiliary examination does not reveal abnormal
�ndings. Emergency patients often require rapid diagnosis and treatment in a short period, which is di�cult for busy
emergency physicians. If the emergency physician is not a neurologist, the diagnosis is more di�cult. The main di�culty in
diagnosing a severe acute headache in the emergency department is the potential misdiagnosis of primary headache
syndrome or failure to identify the cause of secondary headache. If clinicians fail to determine the correct diagnosis for
primary headache, they will reduce the chance of successful treatment; if they neglect the causes of secondary headache,
disastrous consequences may occur.

The misdiagnosis rate and missed diagnosis rate of patients with emergency headache were high in the present study.
Patients with an emergency headache were all diagnosed and treated by neurologists, but the initial diagnosis was unclear.
Notably, migraine, the most common primary headache treated in the outpatient Department of Neurology, is extremely
painful for patients. Many clinical manifestations were similar to migraine and migraine was misdiagnosed as secondary
headache; many patients with migraine were diagnosed with other types of secondary headache because the diagnosis of
headache is very complicated.

In terms of imaging examinations, although CT is overused to assess acute headache, a CT examination is essential for
patients with recent a history of head injury or suspected intracranial mass and subarachnoid haemorrhage. MRI, a non-
invasive examination, also has important implications for some headaches [24]. In our study, most of the patients
underwent skull imaging using CT (53.60%) or MRI (38.28%). Excessive protection of these patients by doctors was noted.
Some emergency physicians clearly diagnosed migraine or cluster headache, but allowed the patients to undergo the
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relevant imaging examination. Because they were worried about an error in their own diagnosis and decided to perform an
imaging examination mainly to exclude secondary headache caused by intracranial lesions. At the same time, patients with
headache and their families often also requested a relevant imaging examination. In the current tense relationship between
doctors and patients in China [25–26], patients often believe that only an objective examination is accurate. The anxiety of
patients and their families is only alleviated when a de�nite structural abnormality is not observed using cephalography.

On the other hand, the early warning signs identi�ed by an imaging examination also ensured that some atypical secondary
headaches were diagnosed and treated. The CT-positive rate in the emergency department was 26.5 times higher than in the
outpatient department [27]. From 1998 to 2008, the use of CT/MRI to assess non-invasive headache in patients in
emergency departments in the United States increased dramatically [28]. The prevalence of intracranial pathology (ICP) in
patients receiving CT/MRI decreased at the same time, suggesting that clinical decision support has a guiding role in using
imaging more wisely.

However, the conditions of some patients are di�cult to diagnose, even when they have undergone an MRI and/or CT.
Patients with acute severe headache, a normal neurological examination and normal non-enhanced head computed
tomography (NCCT) might still have a subarachnoid haemorrhage, cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT), carotid dissection or
reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome (RCVS). The diagnosis rate of a subsequent computed tomography
angiography (CTA) is still low. However, the use of CTA in an emergency may be reasonable due to possible disease
consequences. Of course, these results must be studied prospectively, including a cost-bene�t analysis [29]. Therefore, the
correct diagnosis rate of primary headache by emergency physicians is low, and a lack of understanding of primary
headache has been noted. Even if secondary headache was excluded, some patients were unable to receive a correct
diagnosis of the primary headache.

Regarding the analgesic treatment of emergency headache, in our study, most patients (1233/1826) were administered an
acute analgesic treatment. Most of the drugs were nonsteroidal analgesics. Even if some patients were diagnosed with
primary headache, they were unable to receive the most effective treatment in a timely manner. For example, cluster
headache can be relieved rapidly by oxygen inhalation in the emergency department, but patients often received a head CT
or MRI and other imaging examinations when the headache is severe. Some patients were even admitted to the hospital.
The examinations of these patients wasted medical resources. Headache treatment should be standardized. The most
recent guide has become available to help physicians treat headache better. These updated recommendations provide
doctors with a modern, standardized and evidence-based treatment for headache attacks [30–31].

In our study, the total hospitalization rate of patients with emergency headache was 40.1%, of which the hospitalization rate
of patients with primary headache was 12.2%, the hospitalization rate of patients with secondary headache was 60.3%, and
the hospitalization rate of patients with an undiagnosed emergency headache was 41.5%. Overall, the hospitalization rate is
very high, which is very different from the United States. According to an American survey of emergency doctors, headache
doctors usually do not let their patients visit the o�ce within 24 hours after calling for an appointment. Only 12% of
participants stated that they saw patients in the o�ce most of the time, and only 10% stated that they saw patients in the
o�ce almost all or all of the time [32]. In some areas, the hospitalization of patients with headache is more di�cult.

In the 17 hospitals analysed in our study, the doctor on duty usually visits the emergency department. Notably, 41949
emergency patients were treated in the Department of Neurology, with an average of 7 emergency patients per physician,
including 16434 patients with emergency headache or 3 patients with emergency headache per physician. The emergency
attendance rate for headache was 2.3%. This value is similar to the United States. In China, the population base is large and
medical resources are relatively insu�cient. These doctors also must consider their extensive daily medical work, and the
time for emergency treatment is limited. In the major hospitals participating in the survey, as long as the patients believe a
visit to the hospital is necessary for treatment, they are generally able to obtain a diagnosis and treatment from a physician
as soon as possible. In particular, patients can be registered quickly and receive treatment from emergency doctors at night
as long as they meet certain requirements. Our patients and emergency doctors, when the diagnosis is unclear, emergency
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physicians ordered a variety of auxiliary tests to further diagnose the patients in our study, requiring a greater time
investment of physicians, and thus the patients tended to be hospitalized. On the one hand, these tests are performed for the
sake of medical security; on the other hand, the tests are related to our current medical insurance system. Inpatients are
often reimbursed by health insurance. In China, a standard for emergency treatment and hospitalization for headache is not
available. On the one hand, a large number of patients are treated and the time physicians have available to treat these
patients is limited.

In the emergency department, the focus is to identify those patients with early warning symptoms, distinguish between
primary headache and secondary headache, and attempt to identify patients with life-threatening headaches. Laboratory
tests and imaging tests provide important information and guide the next steps, but abuse should be avoided. The treatment
of emergency headache depends on the diagnosis of headache, and the uncertainty of the diagnosis leads to treatment
errors. Most of the primary headaches still require follow-up by headache experts. Currently, China is conducting medical
reform to further clarify the service functions of medical institutions at all levels and to achieve a three-level hospital
diagnosis and treatment. The main goal is to improve the medical and health services provided at the grass-roots level and
strengthen the medical and health talents at the grass-roots level, which is expected to reduce the emergency burden of the
second and third level hospitals and the �nancial burden on patients.

Limitations

The 17 hospitals analysed in this study are all general hospitals in the underdeveloped region located in southwestern China
that are mainly designed to treat adults but are less effective at treating children. Thus, this study only represents the
diagnosis and treatment of adults with emergency headache in the real world in western cities of China. Further research is
needed to understand the diagnosis and treatment of headache in children in the emergency department.

Conclusions
This multicentre study is the �rst to analyse the characteristics of emergency headache in China. Headache is a common
complaint in the emergency department, with a large number of patients treated for this condition. Both patients and
physicians tend to request the relevant imaging examination. The correct diagnosis rate is still low, even for specialists.
Hospitals are always overwhelmed. The Chinese Headache Society must strengthen the training of emergency physicians to
reduce medical pressure and patients' �nancial burden and to avoid the waste of emergency medical resources.

List Of Abbreviations
ICHD = International Classi�cation of Headache Disorders; SD = standard deviation; TACs = trigeminal autonomic
cephalalgias; TTH = tension-type headache; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; CT = computed tomography; YLDs = years
lived with disability; ICP = intracranial pathology; NCCT = non-enhanced head computed tomography; CVT = cerebral venous
thrombosis; RCVS = reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome; CTA = computed tomography angiography.
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Figure 1

Patient selection and study.
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Figure 2

Drug use in emergency headache patients.


